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WDC ED 242 	 5 September 1985 

TO: FCB, WISE INT, SMI INT, SOCO INT, 
❑SA INT, ALL CLOs, ALL CL IV ORGS, 
AND MISSIONS 

INFO: RTC, WDC, CMO INT, CMO CONT UNITS, 
EXEC STRATA AND ALL INT MANAGEMENT 

FROM: WDC WISE 

HOW WISE CAN FLOOD PUBLIC INTO YOUR ORG OR MISSION: 

"The third and fourth dynamics subdivide. Any third breaks 
down into many activities and professions, a neighborhood, a 
business concern, a military group, a city government, etc, 
etc, etc." ... 

"I feel we now have clearing well in hand in Central Orgs 
and will soon have it broadly so for Scientologists in "the field" 
but I do not feel we need wait on that but take it and further 
training in stride. I feel that we are ripe for an overt attack 
on the third and fourth down spiral. I feel our auditors should 
take advantage of their increased personal ability and should be 
regarded accordingly by society and its zones. I see clearly that 
we have to win on the third and fourth if we are to attain our 
goals of a better world." 

"Our impact on the society is already weighty. With special 
Zone Plans we could move that impact up thousands of times greater 
and have in our present lifetimes our goals at least in part 
accomplished and a decent world to come back to again." 

(LRH - from HCOB 23 June 60 SPECIAL ZONE PLAN 
The Scientologist's Role in Life) 

WISE is the World Institute of Scientology® Enterprises. 

WISE's MISSION is to get LRHT.M. Administrative Technologies 
out broadly and into use in the world's businesses. 

WISE's PURPOSE is: The uniting of all organizations of 
whatever kind that use Dianeticstm. and Scientology Technology 
for administrative and commercial and improvement purposes. 

WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO D❑ WITH YOU?  

WISE's MISSION is accomplished largely through it's Charter 
WISE Members (who are ethical ScientologistsTM with businesses 
in the Field). 

WISE Members are administered by WISE largely by appointed 
committees of the Charter Members (highest level and class of 
membership) who serve on a voluntary basis in their areas and 
who set limits on areas and get in ethics all on their own, but 
with WISE Int and Cont Offices accepting, correcting, rejecting 
and getting redone their findings. They're the guys who are 
interested in who gets what territory and who gets what ethics 
in and so forth amongst the local Scientology businesses in the 
area. 

Charter Committees in your area will originate and run 
Projects to disseminate broadly t❑ their community's businesses 
and flow them into your Org or Mission. 
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All YOU need do is make sure your area Charter WISE Members 
are armed with the Tech. Keep them connected up with your Org 
or Mission and MOVING UP THE BRIDGES. 

"If we expect Scientology to communicate itself throughout 
the populace ❑f the world, it had certainly better be communicated 
as it can communicate. If this is not done we will be standing 
here talking to ❑urselves." (LRH - From PAB No. 36 1 ❑ct 54, 
THE USE OF SCIENTOLOGY MATERIALS) 

HOW DOES THIS WORK EXACTLY? 

WISE signs up its Members on licenses authorizing the use of 
certain trademark, registration and copyright materials so it 
won't be alter-ised, corrupted or become unusuable. 

There are different classes and levels of Membership available 
depending on the extent ❑f the Member's standard usage and dissemina-
tion of the administrative technologies. 

WISE sees to the standard correct usage of this tech in the 
Field by the Members through Training and Consulting its Members 
and granting Issue Authority to the Members' publications and 
materials. 

A charter and general member may use the administrative and 
establishment Officer technologies of Dianetics and Scientology. 
They may collect commissions from church orgs, missions and 
franchises for sending them preclears and students. They may 
also collect commissions from businesses for routing their staff 
to orgs and franchises for processing. They may conduct courses 
in Scientology administration and Esto tech authorized by WISE 
but may not train auditors or audit preclears as such. They may 
advertise that they are WISE Members. 

WISE sees to it that WISE Members are signed up in volume by 
its Big League Sales Forces, that Charter Committees are formed 
and functioning and that WISE Cont and Branch Offices promote, 
sell and deliver LRH books and admin tech services (courses and 
consultation) to WISE Members to go ❑ut into the business world 
at large -- disseminate and get the admin tech into use. WISE 
Int also has an International Marketing Unit which produces the 
Prosperity magazine and broad promotional campaigns for the 
network to better unite and service its members and achieve 
WISE's mission above. 

WISE International is located with the rest of upper-middle 
management in Los Angeles and WISE Continental ❑ffices are 
rapidly forming in your CLO. 

WISE Branch Offices locally may be formed from time to time 
to assist the Continental WISE Offices where there are several 
Charter Committees in one area. 

Charter Committees fall directly under the Continental (or 
local Branch Office). Where neither exists as yet, the Charter 
Committee falls directly under WISE International. 
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For more information on how to get prospective or existing 
WISE Members and Charter Committees formed and active in your 
area, contact: 

WISE International 
3540 Wilshire Blvd. 
Suite 709 
Los Angeles, California 90010 
U.S.A. 

Phone: (213) 380-6303 

WATCHDOG COMMITTEE 

Authorized by 
AVC TNT 

Index 	 for the 
Page 1, 1st Quote © 1960 LRH. 	 CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
Page 2, 1st Quote © 1954 LRH. 	 INTERNATIONAL 
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